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View of the Hill

View of the Hill
Distributed to all incoming WKU freshmen, View of the Hill 
highlights what new students can expect at WKU, including clubs 
and organizations, WKU traditions and the local businesses Bowling 
Green offers. The magazine is mailed to incoming students in mid July. 

Create your own ad, or have our designers create it for no additional charge. 

For more information, or to reserve your space, contact:
270-745-6285 | herald.advertising@wku.edu

A writer and photographer from Cherry Creative will work with you 
to craft compelling content about your business.
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HOT YOGA: STRETCHING 
BODIES AND BOUNDARIES

In a quiet, low-lit exercise studio on Fairview Avenue, 
people aren’t looking to beat the heat — they’re welcoming 
it. Temperatures are high as they stretch from head to toe, 
allowing them to release tension, calm their minds and 
energize their bodies. This time on their mats is their hour 
away from their busy lifestyles where they can focus solely 
on themselves.

According to Hot Yoga Bowling Green’s website, hot 
yoga ushers in the union of the body, mind and spirit. It is 
considered detoxifying both physically and mentally. In 
the physical sense, it causes both sweating and lymphatic 
drainage, which flushes toxins out of the body. The muscle 
movement also stimulates blood circulation, which increases 
nutrient absorption. 

Hot yoga is considered to be a form of Hatha yoga — 
Hatha meaning extreme or forceful — simply because it’s 
done in a controlled heated room. Hot Yoga Bowling Green 
owner Andrea Forsythe said that the heat not only increases 
a person’s lung capacity and heart rate, but also works the 
muscles harder than regular yoga while making them more 
supple.

“It’s kind of like running uphill versus running,” Forsythe 
said when comparing hot yoga to other types of yoga. “You’re 
using more energy, you’re accelerating more, you’re using 
your muscles more ... You’re working harder in the heat.”

Aside from the physical, yogis view their classes as a time 
to destress in an environment where phones are prohibited, 
and the only sounds are music and the instructor’s voice.

“You find what we refer to as the flow brain, which is 
where you stop the monkey mind,” Forsythe said. “It’s where 
you stop that constant 9,000 things to do thinking and you’re 
just focusing on you and your practice.”

As incoming college freshmen begin a new chapter in 
their lives, Forsythe believes that they can find solace and 
community within the Hot Yoga Bowling Green studio. The 
space grants them the opportunity to leave their worries 
about classes and jobs at the door while also connecting with 
a diverse group of people.

“You make connections and you meet people,” Forsythe 
said. “Even if it’s not classroom people, it’s other people. 
Especially as a freshman, you’re starting — quite possibly — 
the start of your career, and we truly have all walks of life 
here.”

Hot Yoga Bowling Green is a place where people come to 
both stretch their bodies and their boundaries. With classes 
ranging from restorative to body sculpt, the studio offers a 
variety of experiences depending on the difficulty level the 
yogi desires. For more information about the studio, visit 
hotyogabowlinggreen.com. 

Sponsored by Hot Yoga Bowling Green


